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ONE

There are things more miraculous than love. Given the right 
motivation common water may, for instance, turn itself to 
solid ice. In the first hours of a Boxing Day this wonder of the 
sky was spoiling the blanket of sleeping Britain while a boy 
and his uncle left a London home.

The uncle at his steering wheel, the boy attending to the 
windscreen’s fog with his rag, they found a cautious route 
out of the dark city. Darting flakes and the road’s new white 
were caught by headlights without commentary. The uncle 
kept at his wheel, the boy at his rag, and slowed by the 
greasy tarmac they arrived at the motorway just as daylight 
began to prove the magic of all that common water having 
become ice.

The uncle gave the boy a grim smile as their eye-lines 
crossed, the man’s chin decorated with squares of bloodied 
toilet paper from his pre-dawn shave. The boy turned at the 
noise of his suitcase sliding about the back seat: through the 
rear window he saw the city effecting a cowardly retreat.

If this all had to happen, he thought, let it do so without 
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delay. A consoling strategy formed, that it would be wonder-
fully childish if he were able to endure the full journey without 
speaking a word.

‘Will be slow-going,’ the uncle said, squinting as he drove 
them towards the climbing sun.

It was two o’clock when an advertisement painted against a 
brick wall broke the news that they’d crossed a county line 
into Shropshire. It was then an hour of constricting slush roads 
before they made the beginnings of a small village, where the 
uncle abandoned his map. He discarded it to the boy, who 
made no greater sense of its yellow and black veins and lonely 
red-penned cross.

The uncle pointed – ‘Here’ – and mimed for the window to 
be lowered.

They jerked to a halt by a black church in whose shadow 
a woman pulled a trolley along the roadside. Her coat collar 
and headscarf conspired into a woven helmet and it took three 
impassioned excuse mes from the uncle to earn her attention. 
When she looked up at last to locate the source of her walk’s 
interruption she revealed a face that was not nearly as aged 
as the boy had expected. Its apparent youth did not belong 
to a body making that kind of nasty angle with the ground. 
She stepped into the road and peered through the passenger 
window.

‘Hello, excuse me,’ the uncle said, craning forward. ‘Sorry 
to trouble you.’

‘No trouble,’ she said with surprising brutality.
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‘Do you know Goodwin Manor? Could you direct us? Our 
instructions have left us short. And what with this weather. 
Quite remarkable. All this … well, snow.’

The woman narrowed with a new curiosity. ‘The Manor?’ 
She tilted closer and the boy sank deeper into his shoulders.

‘That’s right.’ The uncle nodded his enthusiasm and a pink 
flake of tissue came unstuck from his upper lip. ‘I hope we 
haven’t strayed far.’

As if suddenly aware of the cold the woman drew herself 
into a hug. The youth that the boy had imagined in her dis-
appeared into the vortex of her collapsing lips. ‘For the house 
are you, lad?’

The uncle gently backhanded the boy, who kept his eyes to 
his lap and nodded.

‘Are we within hope?’ the uncle tried.
‘You’re close.’
‘Fabulous. Great news.’
The boy grew aware of the woman’s dauntless gaze at his 

temple.
‘Go here.’ She exhaled and indicated ahead to where the 

road broke off to the left. ‘You shan’t need to turn again. Up 
through the hills and you’ll find it soon enough. Seven or 
eight miles, if that many. It keeps a distance from town. Not 
as far as it could, mind.’

The uncle offered a wave but it addressed only a fresh 
rush of snow, the woman having turned smartly back to her 
journey. Her serpentine shape had already returned to shadow 
as the boy wound up his window with what he considered to 
be admirably contained rage.
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‘Seven or eight miles,’ the uncle said, taking the car into 
the mouth of the side road. ‘Keep your eyes out.’

They ground on, the machine fighting the incline of rising 
land. Grazing fields on either side supported the occasional 
farmhouse or shed. Hills presented like frozen sea swells 
spotted with huddled animals.

He had heard of these beasts they called stock. Seemed an 
unnecessary joke, to call them stock while alive, then slaughter 
them, dry them, grind and cube them, only to call them stock 
again. He had also heard of sheep sitting and finding them-
selves stuck with ice to the ground. They had to be found and 
freed lest they never stood again. Did they fleece the unfortu-
nate ones? Almost certainly. Did they wait for them to thaw? 
Perhaps not. Either way they completed that short round trip 
back to stock.

‘Keep your eyes out,’ the uncle would repeat each time they 
might have travelled a mile.

They were reduced to a slither as the road’s edges vanished 
into banks of dirt. The uncle began to whistle a tune that was 
without melody or mercy while hedges ran close alongside, 
their barbed limbs slapping the paintwork.

The boy worked his rag at the windshield as vicious nature 
closed in. A horse reared and scattered a clump of pitch-nosed 
sheep. The car centred in its funnel until at once the bramble 
broke away and the road became a course of bends. Tyres 
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skidded and the engine rose to a high whiz each time the 
uncle wrenched his wheel to change course. As he was thrown 
against the passenger door with reassuring violence, the boy’s 
thoughts drifted to his dog in its warm city kennel. With each 
collision he overdrew this picture with a shade of envy. The 
dog’s name was Barley, though the boy realised this mattered 
less and less with each conquered mile.

Back when the boy first learnt of where he was destined, he 
had imagined a world with a palette of only grasses – a sickly 
living green – but everything here was monochrome, divided 
only between white and places in full mutiny against the sun. 
Despite the meadows with their low plants and creatures, this 
place had the comforting look of death.

Good grief, the boy thought, wondering if this kind of 
melodramatic reflection might become commonplace out here 
among the pastures.

In what could only have been pouting retaliation, signals 
of life came crowding into view as a final corner was turned 
and a slope’s crest was breached. The boy saw the peaked 
maroon roofs of buildings. Smoke rejoiced from chimneys. 
A copse of amber trees gave way to a long brick wall and the 
opening of a driveway between two piers. A tarnished green 
sign hung in storybook fashion against the stone: Goodwin 
Manor.

The boy felt the beginnings of the joy that follows a long-
denied arrival but soon remembered the sulk he had established 
over the course of the day. He let his arms refold across his 
chest as the car came into the entranceway and brought them 
to a pause. Ahead stood the awkward face of a great old house 
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and before that a drive and perhaps a dozen human figures 
diffused across the hidden pebbles and lawn.

They were boys, all of them.
The nearer, strolling ones had turned their heads at the 

sound of the engine but had as quickly returned to their busi-
ness of walking. Three were attending to a tree stump with 
their shovels while one leant beside against the handle of an 
axe. The largest group remained ahead, sitting on chairs and 
boxes near the high arch of the front door. A silver cloud of 
cigarette smoke hung above, caught in the frigid air.

‘Right-oh,’ the uncle said finally and drove them on.
The group by the door dissipated, moving into the house 

or meandering off with abruptly found purpose. Only one 
remained by the time the car came to its stop. He stood tall 
and ascetic, drawing hard on his cigarette and fixing his eyes 
on the passenger seat. As the car doors were opened this lone 
attendee dropped his stare, stubbed out against the brickwork 
and went off across the lawn. The boy exchanged an indeter-
minate look with his uncle, who rubbed his hands together 
excessively and jogged the long way around.

‘Here,’ he said, ‘let’s have your things,’ and reached through 
to the back seat to retrieve the suitcase.

The snowfall had grown heavier and the boy watched shards 
piling up at his uncle’s shoulders, into the thick burgundy of 
his hair. All was silent but for the heaving and swearing of 
the boys still working on the tree stump fifty yards away. 
The uncle shuffled until his toes met the boy’s, motioned like 
it was the beginning of a hug, but baulked and gracelessly 
lowered the case to the ground. This action was the finishing 
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of something, the boy realised. The completion of a transac-
tion. The uncle inspected the grey sky, eyeing the source of all 
this cold and trouble.

‘Looking bad,’ he said.
The boy nodded.
‘If I’m to be back home any time soon, any day …’ He 

puffed out his cheeks and blew, a misplaced gesture of summer. 
‘Worried about that motorway. If they can’t clear the ice it’s 
going to get itself closed. I’ve work on early.’

None of this was the fault of the uncle but the boy could 
not bring himself to ease the man’s anxiety. It would be too 
kind, too close to a surrender.

‘Seems like a decent place.’ His uncle experimented with a 
smile. ‘A good place for a while. The right place.’

They stood for five seconds more before the uncle reached 
some internal conclusion, squeezed the boy on his upper arm 
and skipped back to the driver’s side. The car started and 
was aimed around in a messy series of turns before wheezing 
away. It came level with the workers and their tree stump, 
where the one with the axe had now taken the weapon into 
action. The remaining three laughed and passed around a 
lit match as the plum-cheeked logger attacked the ground.  
The car vanished beyond the end of the drive and its walls, the  
engine coughing somewhere on the other side.

Inside the house, he waited. Something would happen. Some 
sort of process would be enacted and a series of sensible actions 
would follow. He waited for what must have been fifteen 
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minutes and not a thing transpired, not an innuendo of logic. 
Just a boy in a hallway with a suitcase and no clue what came 
next, so he began to explore.

Each room offered only indirect evidence of occu-
pancy – dirtied plates, loaded ashtrays and the floor fresh with 
mud. Each time he heard the echo of a voice he would follow 
only to find it grow quiet and then silent, its owner burrowed 
somewhere deeper. He had circled back to the entrance and 
was considering how best to make his unease apparent when a 
head thrust itself around a corner.

This, and the rest that followed, belonged to a boy who 
filled the hall with a fair, nauseating energy. ‘Your name is 
Radford?’

The arrival – Radford – nodded, relieved that he would not 
be forced outside to ask an opinion of the ruddy axeboy, yet 
resentful of this undisciplined decency, this demon sprite who 
smiled too broadly and was running his hands through his 
hair in a manner that reeked of secret knowledge.

‘I’m West,’ it said and turned away towards a narrow stair-
case that led into only more darkness. ‘Come on, you’ll be 
wanted upstairs.’

At this he bounded off – and truly bounded, like a keen 
foxhound might – and was soon out of sight. Radford 
followed, having to hold his suitcase at a peculiar angle to 
avoid the close walls.

A slim rectangle of window gave light as they stood in an 
antechamber before a closed door. The ceiling was too near 
and left the boys facing each other with a subtle stoop, their 
foreheads drawing together. Radford had to work hard to 
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avoid engaging with West, who responded by increasing the 
width and intensity of his smile and inclining ever closer.

‘West, as I said.’ He outstretched his palm.
Radford submitted to shaking hands but leached any 

expression from his face that could be construed as recogni-
tion of their mutual existences. He made a show of brushing 
plaster dust from a corner of his case as the door was yanked 
open.

‘Righty-oh?’ asked the man who appeared.
‘He has arrived,’ West answered and gave an exaggerated 

hand roll.
‘I see,’ said the man as he pressed forward and stared gravely 

for some time.
Radford was taken by the hand. It was an act that seemed 

irregular, but having taken place, and showing no sign of 
being withdrawn, was accepted as some malicious convention. 
The man led him into the room, pushing the door closed as he 
went, speaking over his shoulder to West, giving instruction 
for him to wait with the suitcase.

They wouldn’t be long.
The room was how a never-returned explorer’s might be 

enshrined. Each inch of wall was overrun by shelved books, 
their faded spines forming a discordant wallpaper. Small tables 
were scattered about, each crowded with papers, photo frames, 
river stones, pyramids of rolled maps and other accidental 
formations of unlike objects. Radford scanned for shrunken 
heads. At a glance he could see three vases of dead flowers.

They navigated around an oak writing desk obscured 
beneath precarious book stacks to facing chairs beneath 
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the room’s window. The man retained firm hold of him as 
they sat in the pillar of daylight. Snow pecked a faint noise 
against the glass while orbs of dust drifted between their 
two bodies. Radford examined the man’s shoes, which were 
polished but scarred, exposed beneath trouser hems that had 
grown thin. The man’s waistcoat was missing one button 
and the one that remained was broken, leaving just a half-
moon to keep the fabric together. The jacket was pressed but 
shabby at the elbows and the knot of the man’s tie was faded 
on its face.

Outside, West squeaked against floorboards. Inside, 
Radford tried to remember the last time his hand had been 
held. Now the man added a second palm to the act such that 
he held both of Radford’s. Having completed this ligature 
they resumed motionlessness.

Taking the tour of the man above the shirt collar he discov-
ered a face that must have been fifty years old. Or sixty. This 
man, who maintained his stare, must be older than his uncle, 
which rendered him dangerously distant.

What part of this was test? Initiation. It could be the 
staring or equally the silence. This was where he was supposed 
to crack. The hand-holding was certainly part of the trial. Yes. 
How he broke this hold was to mark him a thug or a coward. 
So he would not break free and this faded turnkey could clutch 
him until kingdom came if he fancied.

Distantly, it seemed that West continued to find reason 
to scuff his shoes and, beyond that, music played. It could 
only be a taunt. Radford couldn’t hear the tune but something 
about its beat declared it as a challenge before it disappeared 
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as if a door somewhere had been closed. He returned to the 
man’s face and they continued their duel of inaction.

Perhaps it was the shock of an older age in such prox-
imity. Perhaps it was the meal he’d skipped. But all at once 
his seventeen years folded in on themselves and it was over-
whelming. His breathing stuttered and he felt the man’s grip 
tighten. This should have felt oppressive and Radford could 
still not recall being held in this way. He looked to the man 
and saw new detail. Wrinkles like shallow wounds marked 
the cheeks and brow. The hair was grey but not yet silver and 
it was a good head of hair. The nose had seen a lot of sun and 
survived. The eyes could have belonged to the dog back home.

‘You’re terribly lonely,’ the man said, ‘aren’t you?’
Radford braced himself as his chest ceased its functions. The 

pair sat fully still for another minute that seemed to enclose 
a whole life and for all of it he did not breathe but began to 
tremble. The man did not move in blame or indulgence, only 
allowing this and never relinquishing his grip. Radford could 
summon not a single sneering response. He thought, for that 
brief time, only of being exposed, of its companion terror, and 
of what it might be like to be safe.

Just as Radford caught hold of himself, the man gave a 
chummy pat on the wrist. ‘Well, no need for that, there are 
plenty of us here,’ he said and returned Radford’s hand. ‘You 
can stay if you like.’

‘Yes.’
This had been the first word he had spoken that day and 

yet he felt no pride in this demonstration of resistance. Rather, 
his throat was sore from the effort. The man was standing 
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and waiting, his expression acknowledging nothing of their 
exchange. On how many occasions had he made this same 
diagnosis of a boy, and did this lessen its legitimacy or confirm 
it? Once again there was music: that same unidentifiable song 
with its rhythm of squeaking soles.

‘Yes, coming,’ Radford said, rubbing his shirt sleeve across 
his nose and rising, hurrying after the man, who had moved 
with haste to the door.

‘My name is Edward Wilson,’ the man said over his 
shoulder, ‘but the boys will insist on calling me Teddy. You 
call me whatever you like. Not sir, not Wilson.’

Radford gathered himself and the door was opened to 
expose West, first standing at attention then tossing his head 
to one side expectantly.

‘Find the boy a room will you, he’ll be staying.’
‘He could pile in with Lewis,’ West said.
‘Oh no. Heaven, not that.’ Teddy raised his eyes to the 

ceiling. ‘Give him Rich’s quarters.’
‘And Rich?’
Teddy made irritated motions for the pair to get away. 

‘Move him to the chickens’ coop. He won’t be expecting that.’
West gave a performative salute as Teddy turned away and 

closed himself behind the door.
‘The others will be envious,’ West said, lifting the suitcase. 

‘Rich’s room is a good one. Far from the toilet. View of the 
pond.’

Radford considered their earlier meeting and felt a flicker 
of embarrassment. ‘Hello,’ he said, striking out his hand in 
belated greeting if not reparation. ‘I’m Radford.’
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‘Well, yes,’ West said and gripped the case hard to his chest 
as if it were a football. He launched downwards, whooping, 
and Radford – having retracted his hand from its pathetic 
error – ran after.

The house was no pretender of authority. It gave no effort to 
an impression of being an asylum, a prison or any amalgam 
of the two. It seemed, if anything, to have been fashioned 
from the innards of innumerable aunts’ drawing rooms, all 
rugs on rugs and browns on browns, the wallpaper genera-
tions thick. Radford had followed West into a hallway with 
chambers running both sides and heads projecting suddenly 
from doorways. As West brought them to the end he towed a 
crowd jostling to inspect the foundling.

‘His name is Radford,’ West announced as they poured 
into a room. ‘We must make space. Where’s Rich?’

‘Gone to the village,’ said a long, freckled face. ‘He and 
Lewis think they’ve got a chance with the bakery girl.’

‘Well, he’s been sent down to the chicken house.’ There was 
some dark laughter at this. ‘It’s a luckless day. The least we can 
do is set him up well in his new digs.’

Bodies continued to maraud in, sallow figures scoffing and 
competing, and in small time the room had been stripped. 
The vandalism seemed practised and the vacating tribe left 
only a bare bed and a wardrobe with its doors swung open to 
reveal vacant hangers. Someone pushed an armful of trou-
sers into Radford’s arms and he was pulled into the hall and 
absorbed into the running huddle, a half-dozen, now sunny as 
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they charged downwards, the plundered loot of Rich’s room 
aloft. There had been no time to form a defence; Radford was 
centred in the pack as West started to cluck and bekirk at the 
front. The others copied and, having rampaged a dining room 
and kitchen, they were disgorged to continue their exercise 
across the snow.

‘Keep up, little one.’ West slugged Radford on the back, 
and he hugged Rich’s trousers tighter still, stumbling ever 
colder.

They made the rear of the building and over his shoulder 
Radford saw the full scale of its confused shape. It was as if a 
village had coalesced over time into a single structure. What 
might once have been stables and servants’ quarters, family 
cottages, had been drawn in with the central house. Walls 
and pitched roofs of different centuries met at both strange 
and obvious angles like the grafted limbs he had seen on his 
grandparents’ roses.

The freckled boy slipped and came down hard, spilling 
his cargo. Others slowed to observe the accident and poked 
around at the fallen goods until someone ahead shouted some-
thing accusatory and they regained their pace, crowing as one. 
It was unclear how much of this was brotherly and how much 
unkind. The snowfall was coming for Radford as he strained 
to keep straight, finding himself alongside a short figure with 
Roman, serious features. This boy nodded as introduction, 
adjusting his blankets to shake hands and, looking satisfied, 
promptly vanished.

As they rounded the building’s far end a frail wooden shed 
came into view and a coven of chickens scattered. The coop. 
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Radford felt unease at the sight of it. His arrival was forcing 
this unmet Rich to be put up in the fowls’ house and it was 
simultaneously too daft and too severe. He had expected this 
place to be a situation close to purgatory, yet here they were 
in the midst of an infant school’s jape. He wanted to return to 
sleep, to its persistent past.

Hay bales were dragged in, brushed clean of their snowy 
caps and ordered into the shape of furniture. One of these, 
waist-high and wrapped in sheets, became a bed. A wooden 
crate on its end resembled a bedside table. More hay was 
amassed against a wall, creating nooks into which clothes 
were affectionately folded and made into bundles, and around 
all this chickens returned, pecking and curious at their new 
ornaments.

Radford neatened his armful of trousers into a pile and 
found a home for them. The coop offered toy resistance to 
the weather’s enterprise and when the wind turned parallel 
it delivered a gush of fresh ice. The boys shivered and their 
chatter dulled. West made attempts to pull the leaning door 
closed but it scraped and stopped solid against the muck. He 
had come through carrying an archaic lantern and, with two 
others lifting him by the belt, hung it over an exposed nail in 
a roof beam.

‘A palace.’ West dusted off his hands as his toes touched 
earth. ‘Rich can only be delighted.’

Gazes were dodged as another nasty gust blew through 
the walls and rattled the tin. One boy motioned to leave and 
the rest departed as an undisciplined company, West making 
himself last, trying again but with less effort to bring the 
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door shut. The others ran back at the big house, with no more 
clucking or congratulation. Radford and West cantered in 
tow, each folding arms against their torsos.

‘This Rich will really be sent out?’
‘Of course,’ West said.
Reaching the same patch of blanched earth that had 

claimed the freckled boy, Radford lost his feet and was only 
just caught by the shoulder.

‘Teddy will have his little edicts,’ West said, righting him. 
‘They’re only to keep the game alive, nothing to be fright-
ened of.’

It would be admitting too much, to respond. Radford was 
the first of the pair inside and he chased the sounds of warring 
life back to the upstairs hall. West followed and failed twice 
to have them speak, halting at the entrance to Radford’s room 
as he lifted his suitcase to the mattress. Radford evacuated 
its clothes, held them for a time at the yawning mouth of the 
wardrobe before thinking better and placing the stack on the 
floor. The case went under the bed and Radford on top, shuf-
fling until he sat with his back flat to the wall.

‘Feeding’s around six,’ West said. ‘I’ll knock when it’s up.’ 
He allowed time for acknowledgement to remain unspoken 
and pulled the door closed.

Radford stayed straight, refusing the temptation to lie 
down. Half an hour it had taken for simplicity to have been 
poisoned. Even the bareness of his new room was false, an 
absence instead of an emptiness. This was not as he had 
intended. There had been the purest of plans, to be silent and 
dumb. Then came Teddy and West with their complicating 
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kindness. Those two had intruded so quickly and completely, 
and Rich, whoever he turned out to be, was now to live out in 
a slurry of snow and guano for no reason other than Radford’s 
presence. This Rich would hate him for it and so in turn would 
the rest.

The hanging bare bulb glowed yellow. How useless, as only 
unremarkable darkness lay behind and ahead. On the oppo-
site wall the plaster’s age grew in a branching fissure until it 
butted up against more recent material. The door, too, was 
modern with rough gaps remaining around its frame and it 
occurred to Radford that his room had been created by split-
ting a larger in two. He stopped himself only a second before 
turning this inconsiderable fact of architecture into metaphor. 
Enough, enough of all this. Enough cleverness. The seams of 
his arrival may well have been torn but his ultimate plan was 
untouchable. All that remained was to see it out, to not have 
it distracted.

Weariness descended and he removed his shoes.
Across was a window that may well have looked down at 

a pond, but from Radford’s position he could see only cloud 
ready to drop its storm.

The Manor was a place for boys who had been found by 
trouble. Those were the words the man from the government 
had used: found by trouble. He had been addressing Radford’s 
mother and in that instant the boy had wanted more than 
anything to be able to injure time, to go back and remove what 
it had witnessed; to unstitch this ill that had found him.
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The government man explained that the house was by a 
long shot the best option they would be offered. The alterna-
tive was a more difficult place. He had called on favours and 
had twisted the arms of several important people to have the 
Manor be even a possibility. Radford and his mother, it was 
explained, did not realise how fortunate they had been. The 
Manor was something they must be grateful for.

When the knock came Radford was by the glass. Outside, just 
the meringue peaks of landscape were visible by the light from 
ground-floor windows.

‘Housekeeping.’ West came in whistling and dropped a 
pillow and blankets. His buoyancy must have been that of 
driftwood. It could not be a living thing.

‘Thank you.’
‘Supper will be up,’ West said. ‘You’re coming?’
As they travelled others joined, some starting on tussles 

that ended in only messed hair and threats. An approximately 
handsome figure came upon Radford, inspecting him and all 
the while sharpening the point of his quiff. He asked ques-
tions and West answered Radford’s name and presented him 
as a pet might be introduced to a household of children.

‘And this is Brass,’ West said, biting his thumb. ‘Ignore any 
and every thing he has to say. His is a mind unencumbered 
by reason.’

‘You mustn’t blame our West for his little digs,’ Brass said. 
‘He gets his frustrations all confused with his jealousies. And 
he has an awful lot of frustrations.’
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They moved ever downwards.
‘You’re society?’ Brass asked. ‘Come clean if you are, it’s no 

crime.’
Radford felt his mother’s steamy breath on his neck. He 

briefly pondered how answering this could do anything but 
confirm the false accusation. West threw his hands up in 
objection.

‘Jesus, sensitive,’ Brass said, forfeiting his interest and 
starting again on his hair.

They arrived in the dining room, where four long tables 
made rows by mismatched lounges and kitchen chairs. An 
upright piano and a radio sat in a corner and the fireplace took 
up the far wall’s centre. Twenty or thirty boys were already 
roaming in noisy clans, all gripping food bowls and making 
huffy declarations to the warmth. West called Radford into 
the kitchen and handed him a dish and spoon. From one of 
the two copper pots steaming beside a cube of bread rolls he 
claimed a serve of the fair-looking stew.

Back in the dining room West’s lot took over a table’s end 
and Brass shared around jam jars filled with a murky foam. 
West clutched his and took a swig. It took two attempts for 
Radford to recognise the sour-bread aroma of beer. Brass was 
watching, egging on with conspiratorial eyebrows.

‘Get stuck in, will you?’ he said. ‘Before it’s seen.’
Radford wrapped his hands around the glass. By virtue 

of being West’s discovery he had been brought among this 
subset. The ease of this was why it could not be trusted. 
Nonetheless he lifted the beer to his lips and let it pour in. 
Bitterness muddled with wood turning to ash; all the world 
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became the inside of a football boot. He thought of his uncle 
filling his sitting room with the scent of burnt sugar and oil 
while cleaning engine parts.

The one named Lewis arrived flustered. He ploughed his 
dinner while working himself into an indignant lather over the 
actions of an aggressor he never quite named. He had been put 
offside with the cook, blamed in absentia for some crime with 
the potatoes, and his protestations had been so great that they 
were taken as an admission. He went on, raging ever hotter 
until he spotted the beer and his words ran loudly together. 
West clamped his mouth and drew him into a clinch, slashing 
a finger at his throat. Lewis nodded, his eyes growing wide as 
Brass produced a tall open bottle from between his feet and 
halved its contents.

Radford watched the alcohol take. Smiles were begun 
and extinguished, the beer and stew settled and as minutes 
succeeded they all grew slow and contented. Circumscribing 
Radford, they spoke and joked easily. They were a mongrel 
outfit, accents and skins from all over, some looking separated 
by at least a few years.

Brass jostled like he might be the eldest, perhaps as old as 
nineteen. His hair, on which he performed constant mainte-
nance, was oiled into a greaser style. His cheeks were drawn 
with pink perforations yet the pallid, scarred skin somehow 
amplified his glamour, giving it a defiant narration.

Lewis was the tallest in the room, his head peaked with 
a ragged blonde outcrop. He sat with a stoop, which only 
emphasised his length; his broomstick arms waved around in 
wide, wind-making signals.
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West: still wildly keen, ever contriving circumstances in 
which to be generous.

Radford considered adopting shame at the anger that had 
run through him. He had felt such fury at West, at being 
wrong-footed so quickly, but now not a spark of offence 
remained. West’s face cycled through expressions of devotion; 
it seeming to have no normal, never finding a state of rest.

Another boy came crashing down, all bother and its redness. 
He was as short as Lewis was long. They made sympathetic 
bookends, matching each other’s gestures as they began to 
fight over, then forget, then change subjects in the space of 
single breaths. Dark rings were drawn around his eyes and 
his lips were white and dry. He looked ill, like he never slept.

‘What is this about the chicken coop?’ he demanded, as if 
suddenly giving birth to consciousness. So this was Rich.

West took to explaining the matter of his relocation and 
made a thin call for compassion against the laughter that had 
come after. It was a directive from the chief, he offered. Rich 
reminded them of the certainty of his imminent death, which 
was countered with an assurance of the coop’s new tasteful 
décor.

Rich buried his face in the tabletop, though he shook 
enough of his sullenness to blindly reach over and command 
Radford’s hand into a shake. ‘You’re staying?’

At this Radford diverted his eyes in apology and glanced 
at West.

‘His won’t be the only life you’ll ruin, I assure you.’ Brass 
looked to Radford and laughed into his froth. ‘Dicky’s demise 
is a burden you will learn to live with.’
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Radford drank and attempted a smile and begged his 
poisoning blood to lead his mind to sweet places. He retreated 
into the fog of where cold met fire. All started up about him, 
mostly laughter, mostly at Rich’s expense. The story was told 
of the day in the village and of Lewis’s chance with the baker’s 
girl, Frances, being foiled by Rich’s secondary advance. 
The facts were disputed but it seemed that in a moment of 
panicked bravado Rich had attempted a verse of ‘It’s Now 
or Never’. Lewis insisted that he and Frances shared a rare 
connection. Rich maintained that his serenade had been justi-
fied. Regardless, the baker had emerged floured and cross, 
ordering his daughter into the back of the shop and the boys 
into the street. Frances’s concession to either boy’s tactic 
remained unrecorded.

‘Rough.’ Brass pulled fingers through the hair at his 
temples. ‘Even I wouldn’t try Elvis.’

‘No, Rich, it was very brave of you.’ West began to cluck 
and flap his elbows, with the rest joining in, crowing and 
scratching at the table.

It went on and Radford succumbed to the medley of voices 
and their uncomplicated rhythm. He had been ignored, the 
truest acceptance. A chilling wind came through the room 
and some made closer for the fire, which in return scattered 
its flames and sparked protest. The corner of a burning log 
pulsed between bright and dull and as it did Radford allowed 
his muscles to finally relax. He could not believe evening had 
come. In this place time seemed unanchored to the wider 
world. The house floated within reality as an island and he was 
merely one of those dumped to its beach by storm. Home, now, 
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he supposed. A drive and a suitcase was all it had taken: how 
slippery the idea had been all along. What else lay waiting, 
pretending to permanence? The beer was turning thick in his 
veins and sending signals for slumber. The chatter circled and 
weaved a cocoon.

‘Boy.’
Sleep called.
After everything, it could all be okay.
‘Radford.’
It was West’s hands that shook him back to sentience, to 

Teddy standing expectant at the room’s entrance. The man 
wore a dressing-gown with a pipe peeking from its breast 
pocket.

‘The house has made welcome?’ Teddy asked, gesturing 
with the appliance and speaking so all could hear.

Radford nodded, minutely, already wishing this away.
‘I wonder if they have mentioned the entertainment, the 

celebration of your first evening. That some show is made. All 
silly of course, but it has become a tradition.’

The room turned to Radford and he wondered if the effect 
was that intended. The horrid, terrorising attention. This was a 
man who hours ago had taken his hands and so precisely punc-
tured his caul, but here he was, wounding with all these eyes.

‘So, no one has told you.’ Teddy’s face gave nothing away.
Simply, this was not fair. Radford felt his cognition reduce 

to that of a toddler. After the kindness he’d been shown, this 
was not fair.

He infused a lone syllable, ‘No,’ with all the furious import 
he could muster.
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‘We are in luck.’ Teddy was addressing all the others. 
‘Radford is something of a whiz at the piano.’

He had considered himself safe for a time, now this 
treachery, and he wondered how Teddy had invented the 
ammunition. He imagined his mother hunched over paper-
work at their kitchen table, angered and tearful, profiling her 
son and becoming stumped at Hobbies and Interests. He looked 
to those near for a cue but Brass wouldn’t meet his eye and 
Rich only nodded as if this was to be expected.

Radford tensed. ‘I don’t know what you mean me to say.’
‘You’ll give us a tune?’
So this place was to be no different. Unseen, Teddy must 

have made gestures for Radford to be seized and dragged to 
the piano, for a rash of boys leapt to their feet and did just 
that. Pulled across the room, his wrists throttled together, 
feet held from the floor, he could only marvel at the  ingenuity 
of this torture. He could have been beaten or had a balloon 
of urine emptied over him as he slept. This was something 
else.

He was lowered to the stool and had to throw his hands 
out to stop from cannoning into the instrument and in doing 
so struck the keys and brought a clap of untuned thunder. 
There was a weak cheer. Having spent years below ground, 
the recollection of his first football match surfaced. Malcolm 
Allison had put it into the back of the net with five minutes 
to go and he had never heard a noise like it. A roar, but like 
dinosaurs had made. Back then it had shaken him and he had 
cried with the excitement. He had been put onto a stranger’s 
shoulders and punched at the sky.
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Teddy waved for the concert to proceed and something 
not as grand as a hush spread through the hall. Some near 
the back sat up on a table. West’s lot stood on chairs, West 
himself looking a fool with both fists clenched and held above 
his head. Every one, traitors all. If this was to be a humilia-
tion, he would make it a great one. A dumb energy brewed in 
Radford and radiated to his limbs. Hands into balls, he raised 
them, the knuckles just touching.

A commitment formed, that he would expose nothing of 
himself to this house.

The fists came down and the noise was fabulous. Chords 
bent into shapes that had never existed. No right note would 
come from Radford and his chest shook with the volume and 
anarchy. It felt too, too good. Better than knifing pillows 
or putting an elbow through a bathroom wall. Better than 
spearing a fencepost through any number of parked cars’ 
windows. He went on, vaulting across the keyboard.

Looking back he saw, among the considerable apathy, a few 
gentle smiles. In patches, pleasure. In a space between fist-falls 
was a whoop of encouragement: it was West, commanding. 
Brass sucked two fingers and whistled while Rich jammed 
out his wings and crowed the proud rooster. Teddy remained 
silent but wafted his pipe like some weary conductor.

Radford brought down his hands in a concluding gesture 
and the final disassembly of notes rang out. They failed to be 
consumed by a roar of delinquent approval but neither did 
they echo alone. Having pushed away the stool he came back 
through the room and was neglected and blessed in equal 
measure. At his table he was dragged into a huddle. Teddy, 
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warlord or no, left the room clapping sympathetically, and the 
riddle remained of what any of it meant.

‘Tradition,’ West announced and upended the dregs of beer 
into Radford’s hair.
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